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How to land a role



What hiring managers look for: it varies!

As many different devops teams as there are definitions of devops

This is why cover letters are especially important in this area.

(Beyond scope: also important for hiring managers to write detailed job 
postings.)
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What hiring managers look for: my own biases

Hungry (but moderated to avoid burnout)

Humble (but confident enough to voice own opinions)

Scrappiness

Also...please write a cover letter <3
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What hiring managers look for: general devops

Grace under fire

Comfortable with ambiguity

Scrappiness
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What hiring managers look for: team specific

Various dimensions of devops:

- How much dev? How much ops?
- Scale of infra/org you’re supporting?
- Tools/technologies used?
- Firefighting vs roadmap?
- On the hook for other people’s stuff?
- Organizational support for your team + mission?
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How much ops vs dev?

- What type of ops work?
- What type of dev work?

Cover letter: great place to paint detailed picture of what type of dev vs 
ops work

(Specific technologies used goes in resume.)

How to best present your experience
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How to best present your experience

Resume

- achievements, business impact, rough cut technical details/skills

Cover letter

- nitty gritty technical details
- specifics of challenges

Also put in your cover letter -- what sort of role you want!
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How to make sure this is
a role you want to land



Getting real with yourself

What are you currently good at?

- Enlist friends to help you see blind spots

What do you want to be good at?

- Talk to people good at those things
- Especially important when you are newer

What sorts of companies and positions align with both of the above?
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Interview them, too!

Aspirational vs what’s actually being done

- “How would you paraphrase this team’s purpose?” (If not clear from 
posting, ask!)

- “How does this team interface with other teams?”
- Ask about projects in past 6 months, current projects

How much planned work vs firefighting gets done

- “How is it decided what the team works on?”
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Interview them, too!

Ops vs dev work ratio?

- There isn’t a universally right answer here.  Be clear on what you want 
and see if it matches.

On-call rotation

- How often?
- Responsible for? (Bad smell: responsible for dev team’s stuff)
- How intense? (Mgr should always have rough idea handy, or find out 

for you)
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Interview them, too!

Org support

- How much organizational support is there for the team’s mission?
- Can you tell me about a time that a tough call had to be made 

between firefighting and planned work and how that decision was 
handled?

Onboarding

- What does onboarding look like on this team?
- How much time should person in this role take to come up to speed?
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Interview them, too!

Other goodies:

- “How long has this team been in existence?”
- “What is the story for this team in the coming year?”
- “What separates someone who does good work in this role from 

someone who does great work in this role?” [1]
- [1] www.askamanager.com
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Thanks!  Any Q’s?

Kate Taggart
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